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a better forecast and control of the system but studying each input and its responses takes more time, funds and material resources. Hence it is clear that identification of large systems requires quantitative assessment of the effect of each system input on its output variable and of the accuracy with which a model where these inputs are integrated simulates the actual processes; a decision should be made, which system variables should be represented in the model. Identification is also impossible without systems approach, studying the hierarchical structure and knowledge of the entire system functioning.
We will describe optimal selection of plant information indices with the techno-economic criterion. The results related to the model performance act as constraints.
I. The desired product accuracy for a complex plant or especially for a set of plants can be obtained in a number of ways, for instance, by varying the input or state variables or both. Calculation of optimal characteristics requires establishment of input and state va±~iable indices such that would characterize the internal state of plants and ensure the desired output quality in a "best" way, or by a specified criterion, or objective function. Model referenced solution generally relies on numerical characteristics closely related to specified requirements. The mean output variable characterizes the nominal value of a qualitative index (centers middle of the tolerance field, nominal size, etc.); variance, the admissible deflection of the output variable (tolerance field); entrop~ the output variable scatter. Consequently, the control should ensure the desired values of output and state numerical indices. Quite naturally, methods of ensuring the desired quality vary with optimality criteria and a control optimal in terms of one criterion can be far from the optimum in terms of the other. Let us consider certain details of techno-economic optimal control and try meeting the requirements of a certain comprehensive index integrating several techno-economic indices. Selection of optimality criteria is a major complex affair untractable by purely mathematical tools. Unlike the statistically optimal systems which, if optimal in terms of one criterion, are near-optimal in terms of others, these systems are not optimal in terms of another criterion.Therefore selection for a complex industrial process is heavily dependent on specific conditions and problems posed in design of new/or automation of existing processes. In many cases the definition of general design problems includes optimality criteria or the necessity of comparative analysis of data obtained with different criteria is indicated. This section will describe the technique of calculating the basic indices of a technological line so as to ensure the desired production at minimal costs.
Let the technological chain be modelled as multiple regression of the output variable with respect to input variables
L=I
For dynamic plants the regression integrates the lag ~ with respect to X~ (@-~) . In further discussion the arguments are not written so as not to encumber the equations.
The variance at the output can be given as a sum of two variables variance for the output variable (2, 3) --" 6"y.
The output variable found through (2.1) should ensure the conditions where ~ 9 Y ~ is the specified value of the output variable varianc e.
For an automatic line of Fb jobs the total cost of an article or part C A is composed of the input quality cost and the cost of each of the operations C C A = 7-C~ (2.5)
The costs ~ ~ (in this case techno-economic indices are used as optimality criteria) can be represented in the form (2.6) where A ~ are constant values of the index elements independent of the accuracy ~ ~ for the output product and ~ (~L) are variable values of index elements dependent on ~ The shape of the dependence ~(~L) can normally be determined for a specific plant or line on the knowledge of normal operation data.
If the accuracy is characterized in terms of the r.m.s, error then formula (2.6) can be written in the form C~. : A/. + /~8~ (2.7) 66";.
where the values A L and ~ ~ are determined for each job and ~L is the coefficient of relative scatter whose value depends on the job error distribution law. In more precise terms the derivation of (2.7) (2.14) Similarly the problem of finding the plant optimal entropic characteristic of is solved when the accuracy of plant functioning depends on the entropy of its output variable [2] .
Note that in equality ( It is obvious that the value ~=/ can be used as a criterion of identification and control performance. In the best variant p(~) ~s maximal ~d equal to (~.~) the value
